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Abstract
This project focuses on designing a computerized decision support system (DSS) to assist the Cal
Poly Alumni Association with scheduling their Mustang Mentoring day. The current scheduling process is
time intensive, error prone, and does not consider student preferences. The decision support system
optimally generates multiple sets of pairs of students and mentors and schedules them avoiding
conflicts and duplicates. The system was developed in Microsoft Excel using its Solver add‐in. Excel was
selected as the system platform also because of its relative popularity compared to alternative
platforms. The DSS utilizes integer linear programming to maximize the total student satisfaction with
their mentor assignments. The DSS replaces a process that used to take over an hour to one that takes
less than ten minutes. The original process would have required employing 6 workers, while the new
process requires only 1 worker to help generate assignments.
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Introduction and Background
The Cal Poly Alumni Center hosts an annual event called the Mustang Mentoring Day to connect
students with Cal Poly alumni for a day of networking sessions. In previous years, the event has only
been open to the schools of architecture and engineering, however, the Alumni Association would like
to open the program up to all six of Cal Poly’s colleges during the 2011‐2012 school year.
The event consists of various activities to foster mentoring relationships between alumni and
students. Alumni are pre‐assigned into groups of 10 or less per group prior to the day of the event. As
students check in for the day, they are randomly assigned to groups with the alumni. The beginning of
the event consists of an introductory presentation and ice breaker activities. Students and alumni are
then divided into their assigned groups for a “Speed Mentoring” session. It works in a similar fashion to
speed dating, where each student gets to talk to each alumnus in their group for a few minutes.
Students then rate the top five alumni that they want to meet with later in the day. During lunch, a
volunteer from the Alumni Association must create assigned pairs of student and alumni for two
separate one‐on‐one discussions. The volunteer must pair each student with a single alumnus for each
of the sessions, avoiding conflicting assignments (assigning a student to two alumni or vice versa), as
well as avoiding duplicate pairs (assigning the same pair twice).
The current assignment process can take over an hour per college. This means that for 6 colleges,
the Alumni Association would need 5 to 7 labor hours to make all the assignments. To do this during
lunch time, it would require at least 6 employees or volunteers. The alumni center does not currently
have the resources to employ that many extra people. The alumni center looked into the available
options they had and concluded that a computer program could be designed that would allow
performing the task without hiring additional workers. This project covers the development of a
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computer based decision support system (DSS) which makes the assignment process much more
efficient and less error prone, and is based on optimization methodology. The deliverables include:
1. A thorough explanation of the model behind the computer application
2. A digital copy of an assignment generating application
3. An illustrated manual with step‐by‐step instructions for operation of the program
4. This document, a final report that fully describes all aspects of this project
This project began with a review of all of the published documents which could have had any
pertinence to the assignment solution. Detailed documentation of the research conducted for this
project is in the following section titled “Literature Review.”
The following is a list of desired outcomes and features determined by the Alumni Association for the
final solution:


Design the program to be robust and work under many situations



Design the program to replace the current manual method



Decrease the amount of labor hours required to generate assignments



Design the program to consider student preferences for mentors



Design a “guaranteed” error‐free solution
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Literature Review
This portion of the report contains an outline of all of the articles and documents that were
found to be relevant to completing this project. Detailed bibliographical information is available at the
end of the report.
Mustang Mentoring Day Schedule
The Cal Poly Mustang Mentoring program is an annual event that has been available for
students in the colleges of Engineering and Architecture and Environmental Design for the past several
years. The structure of the event works nearly the same way each year. Prior to the event students and
alumni fill out a questionnaire and are invited to attend on a first come first serve basis. On the day of
the event, students and alumni check in and attend a welcome presentation to prepare them for the
event. After the introductory presentation is over, students and alumni are split into their respective
colleges for the rest of the day. The college specific events kick off with an ice breaker activity to help
facilitate communication between students and alumni. After that, students and alumni are split into
smaller groups consisting of 8‐10 alumni and 8‐10 students. The students and alumni participate in a
“Speed‐Dating” type of exercise where the students are given a few minutes to meet each of their
group’s alumni one‐on‐one. Students are then instructed to write down the top 5 alumni they would like
to meet with after lunch. While the students and alumni are at lunch, an employee from the Alumni
Association quickly assigns student‐mentor pairs for the next activity. Each student must be paired with
two different alumni for the two one‐on‐one sessions in the afternoon. In 2011, the assignment process
took nearly an hour for one employee to complete assignments for the college of engineering and
caused a slight delay.
The assignment process is slow and tedious in its current form. The Alumni Association
employee starts with a premade Excel table that contains all the mentors and students in each speed
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mentoring group. The employee then takes all the students alumni rating cards and inputs their
selections into the spreadsheet. Finally, the employee must look at the table and by hand, and make
student‐alumni while taking care to avoid conflicts, duplicates, and incorrect numbers of pairs. The
current process does not give any preference to the assignments by the number rank that the student
assigned to each of the alumni they requested.
As soon as lunch is over, students and mentors are shown their assignment results and they
break off to meet with each other for two separate sessions. Once those sessions are completed, a
closing presentation is conducted.
Research
Operations research is defined as, “The application of advanced analytical methods to help
make better decisions (1).” Operations research is used to create solutions for analyzing complex
situations to aid in decision making, process improvement, and efficient data analysis (2).
There are five steps to conducting an operations research study (3):
1. Define the problem and gather any pertinent data
2. Formulate a mathematical model to represent the problem
3. Create a computer‐based procedure for calculating the solutions to the model from step #2
4. Test and evaluate the model, make changes as necessary
5. Work with management to develop a plan for use of the model as prescribed by management
6. Execute
Before a math model can be selected or a computer procedure can be programmed, the type of
math model must be decided upon as well as the computer application or program that will perform the
calculations.
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The Classical Assignment Problem: Overview and Applications
The type of operations research problem that will be solved is commonly referred to as the
‘assignment problem.’ Assignment problems are defined as, “A special type of linear programming
problem where assignees are being assigned to perform tasks (3).” The classical assignment problem is
defined as:
“The personnel‐assignment problem is the problem of choosing an optimal assignment of n men
to n jobs, assuming that numerical ratings are given for each man’s performance on each job.”
(4)
Translated to reflect this project:
‘The mentor‐assignment problem is the problem of choosing an optimal assignment of n
students to n mentors, assuming that the students give numerical ratings for their preference
for each mentor.’
Applications of the final solution for this project could be used for other operations research
problems. The final model will be adaptable for any problem which consists of n assignments to be
divided amongst n individuals where each individual can only be assigned to one task.


Assigning chores to roommates to maximize “fairness”



Assigning the best combination of team members to events



Transportation of a product from multiple distributors to multiple retailers to minimize cost



Employee scheduling to minimize cost for tasks which require 1 employee at a time



Assign Marriages (5)
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Mathematical Approaches
There are two solution methods for the assignment type of problems in Introduction to
Operations Research (3). The first is to modify a standard linear model used for finding optimality. The
only special needs of this model are that each assignee‐task combination possible is assigned a unique
binary or discrete variable with a value of 1 for an optimum assigned pair and 0 for a pair which will not
be assigned. Linear formulations can be used to find a maximizing or minimizing solution. Additionally, a
linear formulation can easily and efficiently generate multiple sets of pairs which don’t have any
repeated pairs between sets.
The second method is called the Hungarian Method. The Hungarian method is used for finding a
minimizing solution to an assignment problem. So, if each student in a group were to rank their
potential mentor pairs from 1 to 5, with 1 being their preferred choice, then the minimizing solution
found by the Hungarian method is optimal. One feature of the Hungarian method is that it has the
ability to rank all the possible assignments solutions that can be created. The exact mathematical
formulation for doing so is outlined in An Algorithm for Ranking all the Assignments in Order of
Increasing Cost by Katta Murty (6) as well as in Introduction to Operations Research (3). The benefit of
this method is that multiple sets of pairs can be created. The downside, however, is that each pair must
be compared set to set to make sure that there are no conflicts between groups. This doesn’t
necessarily rule out the Hungarian method as a viable option, but it does mean that the Hungarian
method may require more resources to find a multiple solutions than a properly formulated linear
solution.
One limitation to both of the aforementioned methods is that if the number of assignees does
not equal the number of tasks, a dummy task or assignee may be required to solve the problem without
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error. In the context of this project, there may be an issue of there is ever a time where there are more
mentors than students or vice versa.
There are other advanced methods for solving assignment problems available. These methods
are more challenging to formulate and use heuristic methods based on genetic algorithms. “A Genetic
Algorithm for the Generalised [sic] Assignment Problem” (7) references a few of the intermediate
solution methods and builds off of them to develop a more complex method to find the minimum cost
with an ‘intelligent’ probabilistic search algorithm. “The Group Assignment Problem” is a journal article
which discusses the clustering and group clustering methods for complex assignment problems with
small differences in data (8). The clustering method would likely be too complicated for the solution
required by this project.
Computer Program Selection
There are many computer applications available to solve assignment problems. For this project,
the simplest program possible should be chosen. Calculation speed and efficiency will likely be negligible
due to the small size of the assignments. The Alumni Office would prefer to keep all of the applications
on a Microsoft Office application to reduce cost and complexity. Within the Microsoft Office Suite, the
two most popular programs available that can be programmed are Access and Excel.
Excel is the simplest to use and the average Alumni Association employee is more familiar and
adept with Excel over Access. The biggest benefit of using Excel and a linear formulation is that Excel
includes a built in function to solve linear type programs called Solver (9). The downside though, is that
the built in functionality of Solver is limited (10) to a maximum of 10 tasks to 10 assignees (2 groups * 10
assignees * 10 tasks). An extended version of the Solver add‐in can be purchased for nearly $900 if
necessary (11).
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There are no pre‐built functions for solving an assignment problem via the Hungarian method in
Excel or Access. A program must be written in VBA to solve with the Hungarian method. There is a public
VBA program available that uses the Hungarian method to solve an assignment type problem for a video
game (12) that could be adapted for the purpose of this project, however, the author admitted that
there are some bugs in the program that would need to be solved before it can be reliably implemented.
There are methods in other programming languages which claim to solve assignment problems through
a Hungarian based algorithm but do not have any test data available. A Stanford student developed a
version programmed in C which suffers an error for “extreme” data inputs (13) and a professor from the
University of Frelburg created another C variation that supposedly does not suffer from “extreme input”
errors (14). Netlib.com also provides source code to square assignment problems (15).
Human Factors Considerations
A well‐designed graphical user interface is important for customer satisfaction and ease of use.
The human factors topics which are most pertinent to this project are display design and human
computer interaction.
In designing the interface for the computer application, the critical components for a successful
design are: to include user involvement throughout the design process to be sure their needs are met,
incorporate principles of design, and to use iterative testing early in the design process (16).
Some of the principles of design include:


Provide Feedback. Design the application to provide information to the user about what is
happening. (16)



Build Consistency. People learn faster and use less time and energy to find things that are
familiar. (16)
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User Freedom. Allow users to undo, cancel, and redo to correct errors. Clearly label exits and
controls (16).



Error Prevention. Use clear messages to direct users (16).



Simplicity and Aesthetics. The graphic interface should look good and any dialogue or text
should be simple. Information should be logical (16).

Display Considerations:


Top‐Down Processing
o

People generally perceive information based on the basis of their past experiences.
People read left to right, top to bottom and the solution should be displayed similarly.
Information that appears outside of its expected location can cause confusion and
decrease the users speed at processing information (16).



Minimize Information Access Cost
o

There is a cost in the form of time or effort to move from one part of the application to
another. Frequently used sources such as the input and output parameters should be
placed in a way which minimizes the access cost associated with them (16).
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Design
n (Theory))
Th
he design of this
t project began with an analysis of thhe current methods of gen
nerating
assignments. A short in
nterview with
h Erica Janoff,, an Alumni A
Association em
mployee, provided a comp
plete
overview of the curren
nt methods off assignment generation.
Current Method
The current (old) method
m
creating student‐m
mentor pairs iis completed entirely by h
hand. After the
speed me
entoring session, students
turn in sco
ore cards with ratings of
which me
entors they’d like to meet
with for the extended one‐on‐one
sessions. The
T students are
instructed
d to mark an “X” next to
the names of the top 5 mentors

Figure 11: Current Metho
od of Generatin
ng Pairs

they’d like
e to meet witth. The score cards are the
en turned intoo the Alumni Association w
worker that
creates all the assignm
ments. The wo
orker must sort all the studdents’ cards b
by group and then create a
table in Microsoft
M
Exce
el for each gro
oup. A sample
e table can bee seen to thee right in Figurre 1. A “1”
representts that the stu
udent wanted
d to meet with that mentoor. Once all th
he choices havve been input
from the score
s
cards, the
t worker must
m make pairs by hand. TThis is generallly done just b
by simply
changing the color of the
t box. Oran
nge was used to mark a pa ir for session 1 and red waas used to maark a
ession 2. For example,
e
Shaannon would meet with Lissa for the first session and
d Joe during th
he
pair for se
second. This process taakes over an hour once ap
pplied to all thhe groups witthin a college and is very eerror
prone. It also
a doesn’t give
g students any preferen
nce for one m
mentor over another. Thesee problems
determine
ed the follow
wing three goaals for the finaal program:
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1. The program should decrease the time required to make assignments
2. The program should eliminate errors in the assignment process
3. The program should allow students to assign preferences to potential mentors
Selecting a Software Program for the Solution
After researching how the assignment process works, the next step was to decide what

Ease of GUI Simplicity of Ease of Use Program
Weighted language or program
Integration Programming for End User Availability
Total
this project would be
Excel
5
5
5
5
2.48
Access
5
2
2
4
1.52 created in. The top two
Total
10
7
7
9
candidates were
Table 1: Program Decision Matrix
Microsoft Access or Microsoft Excel. These were chosen over other possibilities because they both allow
for easy integration with a simple user interface. Table 1 illustrates a decision table that was used to aid
in the decision to choose Microsoft Excel over Microsoft Access. The two biggest differences between
the two programs are that Excel has a built in Solver add in that helps in solving operations research
types of problems and generally, people tend to be more comfortable with Microsoft Excel, which
boosts its rating for Ease of Use for the End User. All of the programming for each program would be
written in Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) language.
Selecting a Mathematical Model
The literature confirmed that the linear and Hungarian methods of solving an operations
research problem were the most applicable to developing this DSS. More information can be found
about each of these methods from the sources in the literature review portion of this paper. Both the
Hungarian and integer linear programming (ILP) solve the same types of problems. The only downfall of
the Hungarian method is that it can be only used for a minimizing type of solution. This means that the
students’ ratings would have to be from 1 to 5 where 1 is the most preferable and 5 is the least. To
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minimize the differences between solution methods, it was decided that students would rate mentors
on a 1‐5 scale with 1 as the most preferable.
While researching the feasibility of both methods, there were multiple Hungarian method based
solvers available and free to use, however, all of these solvers had errors, leaving them unusable for this
project since it needed to be completely error. Due to a lack of confidence in the feasibility of
programming a fully‐functional Hungarian solver in Excel, the ILP method was selected.
The biggest benefit of selecting the ILP method was that Excel’s built in Solver add‐in could be
manipulated with VBA to create a custom, easy‐to‐use solution that is flexible in its number of inputs
and easily customizable to the Alumni Association’s situation.
Napkin Design
The design of the program went through more than ten different revisions prior to the final
version. This portion of the report covers the initial design process. The first step was to define the
constraint equations on paper. Before equations could be created, variables had to be defined. Looking
back to Figure 1, each square that doesn’t have a name on it would receive two variables. For example,
the top left square would be represented by X111 and X112 where the first two subscript numbers denote
the location within the table and the third number denotes whether it is a match for the first one‐on‐
one session or the second. The variables would represent a binary number, either a 1 or 0. A 1 denotes a
matched pair, and a 0 means that the mentor‐student pair represented by that variable would not be
used.
Once the variables were defined, constraint equations could be defined. Each of the constraint
equations fit into one of the following categories (The total number of constraint equations for a 9x9
grid is listed as well):
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1
1. No student can
n be assigned
d to more than one mentoor per session. (18 Equations)
2. No mentor can
n be assigned to more than one studennt per session. (18 Equations)
3. Th
here cannot be
b any duplicate pairs betw
ween sessionns. (81 Equations)
4. Eaach variable must
m be binarry. (162 Equations)
In the end
d, the number of variabless totaled 162 and the total number of cconstraint equ
uations equalled
279.
Initial Prrogram Desiign
Th
he first step in the program
m design began with layin g out the solu
ution design aand using Exccel’s
graphical Solver utilitie
es. This was used
u
to test th
he constraint equations an
nd settings that would havve to
i VBA.
be later programmed in
d
looked
d like. Scores w
were entered
d in the table at the top. Then
Fiigure 2 is whaat the initial design
the solverr settings wou
uld be set and
d
the solution for the firsst session
would be displayed in the bottom
table. Origginally there was a third
table on the
t same worrksheet for the
second se
et of solutionss that are
needed fo
or the mentorring event,

Figure 2:: The First Geneeration for Testin
ng

however, Excel’s free version
v
of
mits the number of constraints and variaables that cann be used. Thee limit is set aat 100 constraints
solver lim
and 200 variables
v
(17). The numberr of variables wasn’t a probblem, but thee number of cconstraints w
was. At
279 consttraints, solverr could not haandle this pro
oblem all at o nce.
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Th
he solution to
o the above problems
p
wass to limit the ggroup size to 9 mentors an
nd 9 studentss and
to break the
t solving prrocess into tw
wo separate itterations. Thee first iteratio
on would solvve pairs for the
first sessio
on and the se
econd iteratio
on would solvve pairs for thhe second sesssion. During the second
session, th
he program had
h to also ve
erify that no duplicate
d
assiggnments werre created.
Automattic Generatio
on of a table
e for a Group
p – “Fill Tab
ble” Comman
nd
Th
he first sectio
on of code wrritten for the program wass designed to simplify and speed up thee
process of inputting th
he students’ and
a mentors’ names into t he score table. The table ggeneration w
was
mes of the
designed so that the user would clicck a button and then be prrompted to select the nam
a mentors in the
students and
current grroup they are
e
working on
o from a list on a
separate worksheet.
w
The list
of names along with grroup

Figu
ure 3: Selecting Students to Plaace in the Score Table

w
be copiied over from
m a master sprreadsheet thaat the Alumni Association has. The list ccan
number would
be sorted by group to make the sele
ections easier. Figure 3 sh ows the filterr options and
d the selection
n
W
copyingg the names into
i
the score
e table, the p rogram autom
matically com
mbines the first
process. When
and last names.
n
Pop up
p boxes were
e added throu
ughout the pr ocess so the user could go
o back a step if
something wrong happ
pened and so
o that the user would undeerstand what the program is doing with
hout
mes
an instrucction manual.. This processs successfully decreased thhe number off errors in missspelling nam
and inputtting names frrom the wron
ng group.
Th
his portion off the program
m is designed to erase all thhe old namess before placing in the new
w
ones. Thiss way, if one group
g
is smaller than a pre
evious one, thhen none of tthe old group
p’s names get left
in the new
w group’s tab
ble accidently.
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Figure 4: A Score Table
e with Names A
Added

Figure 4 shows the sco
ore table filled
d with namess after using t he “Fill Tablee” command. At this point,, the
table is re
eady to have scores
s
input so
s that a solution can be ggenerated.
Utilizing
g VBA to Solv
ve Pairs for Two Session
ns
As previously mentioned,
m
Excel limits the
e number of constraints a nd variables ffor each solution
r
that two solution sets be programmed in. TThe code used
d to write thee solutions is
set. This required
relatively straightforwaard with the use
u of the Solver articles inn the Microso
oft help datab
base. The bigggest
e
was with rearranging scorres so that a ssolution could
d be created.
problem encountered
When
W
choosing between th
he Hungarian and ILP methhods, it was d
decided that sstudents wou
uld
use a 1 to
o 5 rating scale and the goaal of the soluttion would bee to minimizee the preferen
nce level. For
example, if there is a 9x9
9 grid of stu
udents and mentors, and eeach student got their firstt choice, the
d be 9. If everryone but one
e person got ttheir first cho
oice, the preference level
preferencce level would
would be a number higgher than 9. If the program
m is trying to minimize thee preference llevel, there
becomes a problem wiith all of the empty
e
square
es. The workeer can’t be exxpected to plaace a numberr
higher thaan 5 in each empty
e
cell to solve this pro
oblem, so a n ew table musst be created that
automaticcally takes care of this problem. A second problem iss that if the table is not filled with
everyone’’s names, it’s possible thatt someone’s top
t 5 could b e given to a ““dummy” or eempty cell, on
ne
without a name.
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Figu
ure 5: The Table Used for the Soolution Process

Th
he score table
e on the hom
me page is cop
pied to anoth er worksheett where all off the tables ussed in
the solvin
ng algorithm are
a located. This
T is the sam
me table from
m Figure 4, but scores havee been placed
d into
the table. The first if sttatement replaces any blank cells with a number sligghtly higher tthan 5. This w
way,
m
that w
wasn’t in theirr top 5, howeever if there aare
the solverr will work to avoid giving a student a mentor
too many conflicts, the
e solver can assign
a
a mentor that wasn’’t in a student’s top 5 choiices so that each
student has an assigne
ed mentor to meet with. The second if sstatement is tto solve the p
potential prob
blem
that if the
ere are more mentors in a group than students or if the group isn
n’t full, a stud
dent could be
assigned someone
s
nott on their top 5 because an
n empty or “ddummy” assiggnment was m
made.
Dummy assign
nments are ne
ecessary becaause of the caases where th
here is not a ffull group or aan
equal num
mber of stude
ents and mentors. Each space in the meentor row and
d the studentt column musst
receive an
n assignment as part of the
e solution. In cells that aliggn with an em
mpty cell or o
one with no name,
its value is set much hiigher than all the others be
ecause the gooal is to avoid
d the situation where someone
et with someo
one rated in their
t
top 5 be
ecause a dum my cell was aassigned to th
hat mentor.
can’t mee
Once
O
all of the
e bugs had be
een worked out, a Solve buutton was add
ded to the ho
ome page that
automaticcally ran the portion
p
of the
e code that ge
enerates the solution pairrs.
At this point in
n the program
m design, therre were threee worksheets within the prrogram. The ffirst
was the Home
H
Page. This page was designed to contain
c
a “Soolve Button” aand the butto
on that contro
ols
the “Fill Table” commaand in additio
on to the table
e where a woorker inputs the students’ scores from ttheir
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2
score card
ds. As part of the Fill Table
e command, there
t
was thee List worksheeet which stores a list of all the
mentors and
a students.. Finally, for the solver variables, constrraints, and so
olution table, there was a SSolver
table thatt contains varrious sub tables required to generate annd store the aassignments.
Storing Solutions
S
Fiigure 6 showss what the so
olutions look like directly a fter the program has geneerated the paairs.
The table stores eitherr a 1 or a 0, a match, or no
ot a match. Thhe next step w
was to add a ffunction to th
he
program that
t
would sccan through each
e
of the ce
ells, and everyy time it foun
nd a cell with a 1 in it, savee the
student‐m
mentor pair to
o a separate worksheet.
w

Fiigure 6: Solution
ns on the Solverr Worksheet

Th
he worksheett creation is designed
d
to
be 100% automated.
a
After
A
the userr clicks solve,
the solutions are generated by the program and
automaticcally placed in
n the Assignm
ments
workshee
et. Assignmen
nts are divided
d between
the first and second se
essions as can
n be seen in
Figgure 7: Table of G
Generated Pairss/Assignments
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Figure 7. Additionally,
A
each group iss automatically separated by a line breaak to help diffferentiate
between groups.
g
Altho
ough not show
wn, groups caan also be collor coded to ffurther differentiate them from
each othe
er. The goal was
w to neatly display
d
the asssignments geenerated in aan organized m
manor so thaat
once all th
he groups had
d been taken care of, this page could b e displayed o
on a projectorr so everyonee
would be able to see where
w
they arre supposed to
t go.
n Figure 7, a column
c
title Error Check is visible in thee top right of tthe screen. This was insertted
In
to help ch
heck for duplicate assignments. The Cle
ear Table buttton was addeed to easily deelete all the
assignments from a previous event. Pressing thaat button prom
mpts the user to ask if theey are sure they
would like
e to delete all the assignments. If the user clicks “Ye s,” then all th
he old assignm
ments are deleted.
Further Process
P
Imp
provement: Google Form
ms
Once
O
the DSS was
w created and
a fully funcctional, a test was conductted to determ
mine how mucch
time the new
n process saved.
s
The te
est determine
ed that the prrogram has 1000% accuracyy and decreasses
the hour that
t
assignme
ents once too
ok down to ab
bout thirty m inutes. It wass found that m
most of the tiime
was consu
umed by inpu
utting the students’ scoress into the scorre table. If that process co
ould be elimin
nated,
the time required
r
to ge
enerate all th
he pairs would
d be only 10 m
minutes.
Th
he solution fo
or removing the
t manual sccore entry waas to utilize Google Forms.. With Googlee
Forms, a score
s
card can be e‐mailed
d to students and then
filled out on a smart ph
hone or comp
puter. Google
e
automaticcally compiless the data intto a table which can be
copy and pasted directtly on top of the
t original sccore table.
Then, the worker just has
h to click so
olve and the pairs
p
are
created automatically. Figure 8 shows what a Go
oogle Forms

Figure 8: Go
oogle Forms on a Mobile Devicee

score card
d looks like on
n a mobile de
evice. Creating the forms ttakes some exxtra preparation time befo
ore
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the day of the event, but makes the assignment process, which can only take a maximum of an hour, go
much quicker.
Implementation and Training
The program has instructions within itself so that a user does not have to flip through a manual
or switch between windows on their computer. The key instructions to running the program are located
on the Home worksheet and divided between the manual data entry and Google Forms data entry
methods.
Included in Appendix A of this report is a copy of the first time set up manual. Since the program
utilizes an outside add‐in to assist in generating the solutions, it must be enabled before the program
will be fully functional. The process is outlined in 11 simple steps.
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Methods
The DSS was tested by running many trials of every imaginable scenario. All of the trials that have
been conducted on the final program have experienced zero errors of any kind. The following are the
situations which were tested for:


A full 9x9 table.



Equal numbers of mentors and students, but not a full table



Fewer students than mentors, with 9 mentors.



Fewer students than mentors, with fewer than 9 mentors.



Fewer mentors than students – the program automatically detects an error and stops.

An error has been defined as any problem with the program itself, and any duplicate pairs that the
program assigned. There have also been zero cases in which a blank cell has been copied over to the
final Table of Assignments.
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Results
The results are better than what was originally expected. The process to generate two sessions
of student‐mentor pairs has been decreased from over an hour to thirty minutes with manual data entry
and ten to fifteen minutes with Google Forms. The DSS runs flawlessly and eliminates the chance of
error in creating assignments.
The design is simple and straightforward to use. Human factors implications were considered at
every step of the design phase to make the process as simple and straightforward as possible. Perhaps
someone with a better understanding for aesthetics could make it look better, but it is still easy to
follow and functionally sound.
The productivity estimates were better than expected. In the past, the alumni center has used
one worker per college to make all the assignments. It is reasonable to expect that one worker can now
make all the assignments within an hour with Google Forms.
In the future, Solver could be upgraded to allow groups larger than 9x9 to be solved for. For the
purpose of this project, this isn’t a problem at all, and most groups are 9 or less. If this program were
applied elsewhere though, it may be beneficial to create a bigger grid. The necessary increase in size is
ultimately dependent on its application.
Based upon the results, the Alumni Association will be much more efficient with their time
during the lunch period where set up for the rest of the day occurs. This program will allow them to
expand the program without incurring significant increases in labor hours or cost. The biggest source of
problem is going to be human error with the program. The best way to combat this is to always have an
unaltered back‐up copy of the program so that if anything were to accidently go wrong, the original copy
can quickly be pulled up. Another potential are problem is with the initial set up of the program. A guide
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is included in Appendix A, but it is very possible for someone who is not very comfortable in Excel to
experience an error in that process.
The only limitation found was that the program only works in Excel 2010. In Excel 2007, there
were errors in that the Solver Add‐in would not accept some of the binary constraints, and thus provide
an invalid solution. Research was conducted to look into a solution, but no solution was found.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the DSS was a success. It met or exceeded the Alumni Associations requirements.
It would have been preferable had the solution worked with Excel 2007. Based upon the results, the
solution is very successful, but the human factors design features could have been more developed. The
following bullet points outline the key results of this project:



The process time was decreased from over an hour to between 10‐30 minutes depending on
the method of data input used.



The pairs are generated without any error.



Student preferences are explicitly considered for mentor assignments.



The experimental results indicate that this program will help the Alumni Association to save
both time and resources as they expand the Mentoring Day program to include all 6 of Cal
Poly’s Colleges.



Each initial objective was accomplished:

o

Develop a program to aid in generating pairs of assignments for the Mustang
Mentoring Day Event

o

Provide adequate documentation and instructions for use of the program

o

Create a report that outlines the research, design, and approach to creating the
program.
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Appendix A: First‐Time Set‐Up
S
Insstructionss
The follow
wing are instrructions for th
he Alumni Asssociation to sset up the solvver applicatio
on.
Step 1: Th
he Mentor Daay program caan only be ran
n on Microsofft Excel 2010. Earlier versions will not rrun
properly.
pen up the So
olver Applicattion
Step 2: Op
Step 3: Click “Enable Content”

Figure 9: Enable Macro Coontent

n click “Optio
ons”
Step 4: Click “File” then

Figure 10: Excel Optionns

Step 5: Click “Customizze Ribbon” an
nd then checkk the box nexxt to “Develop
per” under th
he Main Tabs
Column on the Right, then
t
select “O
OK”
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Figure 11: Enaabling the Develloper Tab

Step 6: Click the “Deve
eloper” tab att the top of th
he screen, theen click on “A
Add‐Ins”

Figure 12: Viewing Add‐‐Ins

Step 7: Ch
heck the box next to “Solve
er Add‐in” then click “OK””

Figure 13: Enabling
E
Solver A
Add‐In

Step 8: While
W
you are still
s on the De
eveloper tab, click “View CCode”

Figure
F
14: Naviggating to the Codde Window
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Step 9: In the code win
ndow, click on
n “Tools” at the top of thee screen, then
n click “Refereences”

Figure 15: Viewing Refereences

Step 10: In the referen
nces pane, scrroll down until you’ve founnd the “Solveer” reference.. Check the bo
ox
next to “SSolver” and se
elect “OK.”

Figure 16: Enab
bling the Solver Reference

C
on the re
ed “X” button
n on the top right
r
of the Coode window tto exit back to the solver.
Step 11: Click

Figure 17: Exit
E the Code W
Window

The progrram is now re
eady to run. Make
M
sure the
e List worksheeet is filled ou
ut properly if you are manually
entering the
t data in an
nd that the Asssignments Worksheet
W
hass been emptied of all old aassignments.
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